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Problem Statement 

It is common for a GP practice to redact parts of a patient’s record, 

so the patient doesn’t have access to that information when they 

view their clinical record. When a patient transfers from one GP 

practice to another, the GP2GP standard is used top electronically 

transfer the patient record. However, the GP2GP standard does not 

currently support redaction. This means that the receiving GP 

practice has to manually examine the new patient’s record, and 

apply redaction in the new practice. 

This document/pack forms an amendment to the GP2GP standard 

to allow for notification of the redacted parts of a GP record during 

a GP2GP transfer. 

It is assumed that GP suppliers have implemented the GP2GP 

standard from MiM 4.2.0. 

The MiM 4.2.0 GP2GP Model & Redaction Level 
MiM 4.2.0 specifies the GP2GP standard in an ISO 13606 style, using an Extract -> Folder -
> Composition -> Entry (although called Statement in the MiM) format.  

 

Figure 1 - 13606 Model 

https://data.developer.nhs.uk/dms/mim/4.2.00/Index.htm
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Figure 2 - MiM 4.2.0 GP2GP Structure 
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Figure 3 - MiM 4.2.0 GP2GP EhrStatement Classes 

 

GP suppliers have the capability to redact information at different levels. For example, some 
suppliers may redact at the Composition level, whilst others may redact at the lower Entry 
(Statement) level. 
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To allow for effective and simple inclusion of redaction information in the GP2GP message, 
the redaction flag can be placed in the following elements in the EHR structure: 

• EHRComposition (indicating that the entire composition is redacted) OR 

• One or more of the child EHRStatement objects (indicating that only a child part of 
the composition is redacted) 

 

When receiving a GP2GP transfer, the receiving supplier system should attempt to redact 
information at the same level as indicated in the incoming message. 

If that is not possible, a strategy of ‘over redaction’ should apply – if a supplier is unable to 
solely apply a redaction to a child EHRStatement object, the redaction should be applied to 
the parent EHRComposition. 

 

 

How Statements Will Be Marked As Redacted  

Unfortunately, there is no way to change the MiM model diagram & tabular views, so the 
explanation of how statements in the record will be marked as redacted is given here. 

A new version of the schema that governs the GP2GP payload 
(RCMR_MT030101UK04.xsd) in MiM 4.2.0 is created (RCMR_MT030101UK05.xsd) to 
include the redaction flag. The new schema version will retain all the includes and data types 
that were in the previous version. The only change is the introduction of the “redaction flag”. 
Redaction will achieved by the inclusion of a confidentialityCode element within an 
EHRComposition or EhrStatement. 

 

 

Figure 4 - Example of inclusion of confidentialityCode in schema 

The confidentialityCode is optional in the schema. Only include the confidentialityCode when 
redaction of the EHRComposition or EhrStatement is required. Omission of the 
confidentialityCode implies that a EHRComposition or EhrStatement is not redacted. 

The confidentialityCode is a Codes Value (CV), and should only ever be populated with the 
following values 

<confidentialityCode code="NOPAT" codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.4.642.3.47" 
displayName="no disclosure to patient, family or caregivers without attending provider's 
authorization"/> 

(see https://www.hl7.org/fhir/R4/valueset-security-labels.html).  

https://www.hl7.org/fhir/R4/valueset-security-labels.html
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Schema changes 

New schema version Replaces Purpose & Change 

RCMR_MT030101UK05.xsd RCMR_MT030101UK04.xsd Defines the GP2GP payload 

Added in confidentialityCode 
in every EhrStatment class 

RCMR_IN030000UK07.xsd RCMR_IN030000UK06.xsd Defines the GP2GP 
interaction (includes 
payload) 

Changed to reference the 
new version 
RCMR_MT030101UK05.xsd 

 

 

Populating the Redaction Flag as a GP2GP Sender for 
EhrStatements 
If records are not redacted, you must NOT include the confidentialityCode element in the 
EHRComposition or EhrStatements. Population of the GP2GP payload will be as is, with no 
additional elements included. 

If the entire Composition is redacted, include confidentialityCode at the EHRComposition 
level. 

For example, a redacted ENRComposition might look like this 

 

Figure 5 - Example of a redaction of an EHRComposition 

 

If individual EhrStatements are redacted, then include confidentialityCode on the relevant 
Statements. 

For example, a redacted MedicationStatement might look like this: 
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Figure 6 - Example of a redaction of a MedicationStatement 

 

Receiving the Redaction Flag as a GP2GP Receiver for 
EhrStatements 

When receiving a GP2GP transmission, EHRComposition and EhrStatements may have a 
confidentialityCode element included. If a confidentialtyCode is identified, the code attribute 
should be examined to check that its reads “NOPAT”. This means that this statement in the 
receiving practice should be redacted (using the receiving practice redaction methods). 

 

Documents and Redaction 
GP2GP allows for the sending of documents alongside EhrStatements in the 
ExternalDocument class 

 

 

Figure 7 - ExternalDocument class 

In terms of redaction, documents may be either not redacted, partially redacted, or fully 
redacted in a patient’s record. 
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It is proposed to add the confidentialityCode element to the ExternalDocument class, and 
use this element to indicate whether there is a level of redaction within the sent document 
(whether that be partially redacted, or a fully redacted document). The same NOPAT code 
will be used to indicate whether there is a level of redaction in the document# 

<confidentialityCode code="NOPAT" codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.4.642.3.47" 
displayName="no disclosure to patient, family or caregivers without attending provider's 
authorization"/> 

 

Populating the Redaction Flag as a GP2GP Sender for 
Documents 
If the document being sent has no redacted parts, then the confidentialityCode element is 
omitted, and processing occurs as at present. 

If the document being sent has any form of redaction (partial or whole document), then the 
confidentialityCode in the ExternalDocument class will be populated with the NOPAT code, 
to indicate that the receiving system needs to take action on this document. 

 

Receiving the Redaction Flag as a GP2GP Receiver for 
Documents 
If the document (ExtenalDocument class) being received does not have the 
confidentialityCode element present, then it is assumed that the document is unredacted, 
and may be stored in the receiving local system and presented to patients on request. 

If the document (ExtenalDocument class) being received has the confidentialityCode 
element present, the code attribute should be examined to check that its reads “NOPAT”. If 
confirmed, the receiving practice, as the new data controller of the patient record, must make 
the decision about which parts of the document should be redacted (including whether the 
whole document should be redacted). The document in its entirety should be viewable by the 
practitioner, and only the non-redacted parts of the document should be viewable by the 
patient. 

 


